THE FLIGHT TO EVEREST
"I had to look to the spirit-levels, longitudinal and transverse,
and to adjust the tilt of the camera in both senses, until the
bubbles rested in the middle of their travel This required
delicacy and judgment as the machine swayed every now and
then. The adjustment had to be made in each case just at the
moment when the machine happened to be level, neither one
wing-tip up nor down in either direction nor pitching. I
glanced at the big aluminium actuating-knob, and saw that
after twenty seconds or so it turned by itself as the pilot had
switched on the current into its motor. The camera was warm,
the current was running through it, and all seemed well.
"Now, without getting tip from a prone position, I could
move myself back a little on my elbows, open the hatchway
in the floor, and look vertically down on the amazing moun-
tainscape, bare of trees, seamed with great glaciers, and inter-
spersed with streaks of scree and shale. This was the beginning
of the range, insignificant enough to our eyes at the height we
were, which rises up to the culminating 24,000 feet peak of
Chamlang. Then shutting the hatchway and, laboriously taking
great care to keep the oxygen pipe unentangled, and myself
clear of all the various electrical wires, I could stand up and look
again through the top of the cockpit. I caught a glimpse over
the pilot's shoulder of the brilliant red light on his dashboard,
which flashed for a moment as the camera shutter operated itself.
"Up went our machine into a sky of indescribable blue, until
we came to a level with the great culminating peak itself.
"Then, to my astonished eyes, northwards over the shoulder
of the mountain, across the vast bare plateau of Tibet, a group
of snow-clad peaks uplifted itself. I hesitated to conjecture the
distance at which they lay in the heart of that almost trackless
country, for by some trick of vision the summits seemed even
higher than that of Mount Everest. The astonishing picture of
this great mountain itself, whose plume for a moment seemed
to diminish in length, and with its tremendous sullen cliffs,
set off the whiteness of Makalu, was a sight which must for
ever remain in one's mind.
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